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ABSTRACT

Two versions of airborne wind profiling algorithms for the pulsed 2-micron coherent Doppler lidar system at NASA Langley Research Center in Virginia are presented. Each algorithm utilizes different number of line-of-sight (LOS) lidar returns while compensating the adverse effects of different coordinate systems between the aircraft and the Earth. One of the two algorithms APOLO (Airborne Wind Profiling Algorithm for Doppler Wind Lidar) estimates wind products using two LOSs. The other algorithm utilizes five LOSs. The airborne lidar data were acquired during the NASA’s Genesis and Rapid Intensification Processes (GRIP) campaign in 2010. The wind profile products from the two algorithms are compared with the dropsonde data to validate their results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The coherent Doppler wind lidar system DAWN (Doppler Aerosol Wind Lidar) developed at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) has flown on DC8 during the NASA’s Genesis and Rapid Intensification Processes (GRIP) campaign in 2010 [1, 4-5], and on UC12B during the DAWN flight demonstration campaign in 2012. The predecessor of DAWN is ground-based VALIDAR (Validation Lidar), which has been operating in a trailer since 2000 [6-17]. In order to process the airborne data from DAWN, NASA LaRC has developed two versions of airborne wind profiling algorithms to process the data acquired from these two campaigns. The comparisons of the two algorithms in design and performance are the main focus of this paper. The results of wind profiling are compared in graphs to show the strength of each algorithm. Panoramic displays of continuous observation of wind profiles are helpful in understanding the wind trend and validating analysis results. Samples of such displays are presented using the DAWN data from UC12B.

2. PROJECT DAWN AND AIR CAMPAIGNS

DAWN is a pulsed 2-micron coherent Doppler lidar system at NASA LaRC. Its data acquisition, processing, and display system (DAPDS) estimates wind parameters by measuring the frequency shift in lidar back scatters while providing range information. DAWN flew during the GRIP hurricane campaign on DC8, which flew out of Fort Lauderdale, FL. The total flight time of DAWN during the GRIP was approximately 130 hours. DAWN was one of many other science missions onboard DC8, and the goal of DAWN was to test the airborne wind profiling capabilities of the system. The second flight demonstration on UC12B was based at LaRC in 2012. Flight tests on the UC-12B centered on evaluating the installation of DAWN into a smaller aircraft and in the high vibration environment associated with turboprop engines. DAWN operated in 22 hours of flights on the UC-12B.
3. AIRBORNE WIND PROFILING ALGORITHMS

In order to process the airborne wind lidar data from DAWN, two versions of airborne wind data analysis algorithms have been developed at LaRC. Both algorithms have been integrated and operational in both the real-time data acquisition and processing software (DAPS) and the post-processing software DAPS-LV [2], where DAPS was built in C and DAPS-LV in LabVIEW. Both the first algorithm APOLO and the second algorithm can process airborne wind lidar data real-time so that DAPS can display instantaneous wind profiles as well as long-haul wind trend observations during a mission airborne. Each algorithm has the capability of instrument offset compensation, which is a critical process to accurate wind parameter estimation. Such instrument offsets stem from a variety of sources such as INS/GPS (Inertial Navigation System/Global Positioning System) unit misalignment, lidar telescope misalignment, and scanner installation bias. Both APOLO and the second algorithm have a separate routine to estimate offset angles using ground-return lidar data to compensate their adverse effects to accurate wind parameter estimates. The offset compensation routines for each algorithm are entirely independent of each other except the basic principle of minimization of mean square errors in a multivariate system. In algorithm development, the accurate translation of different coordinate systems was also critical to interpret algorithm products properly. The challenge lies in understanding airborne wind data between Earth coordinates (east, north, and up or down) and aircraft body coordinates. The details of the derivation of each algorithm, however, are not the goal of this paper, and will be postponed to a future paper.

4. ALGORITHM COMPARISONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Algorithm 1 (APOLO)</th>
<th>Algorithm 2</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No of LOS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The two LOSs for APOLO are 90 degrees apart (-45 and 45 degrees). The five LOSs for the second algorithm are equally divided between -45 degrees and 45 degrees. (0 degree is straight ahead of the plane and left being negative.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset Angle Count</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Examples are roll, pitch, yaw, and the telescope mount bias angles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>No inverse involved so less susceptible to noise. Simple vector sum is the principle.</td>
<td>Use of all five LOSs. Calculates vertical component of wind vector.</td>
<td>Algorithm 2 involves solving for unknowns given more equations using pseudo-inverse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td>Not using all five LOSs. Assumes vertical wind component is zero.</td>
<td>Sensitive to noise due to pseudo-inverse computation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of the two airborne wind profiling algorithms developed at NASA Langley Research Center.

Table 1 compares APOLO with the second algorithm in different categories. APOLO utilizes two LOSs that are
perpendicular to each other while Algorithm 2 uses all five LOSs. The offset estimation routines for each algorithm are not similar to each other and the definition of offset angles is different in each algorithm, too. The table only shows the number of offset angles in each algorithm. APOLO is based on vector sum to estimate wind parameters while Algorithm 2 uses pseudo-inverse to find unknowns (wind parameters) using more given equations.

Figure 2 shows the result of offset compensation in horizontal wind speed (HWS) from APOLO. The data were acquired on September 1, 2010 on a DC8 while it was at 10,608 meters in altitude. A total of 512 samples were used to represent wind at each altitude, and a 4,096-point FFT was used to process each set of 512 samples using zero padding. It clearly shows the effectiveness of offset compensation with APOLO. The APOLO estimates near 4.5 – 9 km in altitude are erroneous due to low received signal backscatter associated with a damaged receiver component and atmospheric conditions of low aerosol content. The solid red line is the dropsonde measurement only for a reference purpose, and not to imply which measurements are more accurate (the two sensors measure different volumes over different time scales). The good agreement on the right plot means that the wind was slowly varying over the dropsonde fall time and over the distance of DC-8 movement for the lidar measurement time. This agreement is not guaranteed in a general wind field. When it does fortunately occur, it permits comparison of processing algorithms.

Figure 3 shows the result of offset compensation in horizontal wind direction (HWD) from APOLO. The data were acquired on September 1, 2010 on a DC8 while it was at 10,608 meters in altitude. A total of 512 samples were used to represent wind at each altitude, and a 4,096-point FFT was used to process each set of 512 samples using zero padding. It clearly shows the effectiveness of offset compensation with APOLO. The APOLO estimates near 4.5 – 9 km in altitude are erroneous due to low received signal backscatter associated with a damaged receiver component and atmospheric conditions of low aerosol content. The solid red line is the dropsonde measurement only for a reference purpose, and not to imply which measurements are more accurate (the two sensors measure different volumes over different time scales). The good agreement on the right plot means that the wind was slowly varying over the dropsonde fall time and over the distance of DC-8 movement for the lidar measurement time. This agreement is not guaranteed in a general wind field. When it does fortunately occur, it permits comparison of processing algorithms.
Figure 3 shows the result of offset compensation in horizontal wind direction (HWD) from APOLO. The data are the same as Figure 2. The adverse effects of a low Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) are clear near 4.5 – 9 km in altitude.

The results of offset compensation in both HWS and HWD from the second algorithm didn’t show any difference, so they are not shown to compare the effectiveness of offset compensation. However, HWS and HWD of Algorithm 2 are shown to compare with those of APOLO in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4 compares HWS from APOLO (left) with that from Algorithm 2 (right). The same data were used in this comparison, and dropsonde measurements are shown for a reference purpose again. Figure 5 compares HWD in the same fashion.

Figures 6-8 show panoramic displays of power, HWS, and HWD during the DAWN flight demonstration in 2012. DAWN was integrated in a NASA UC12B aircraft and flew at lower altitudes than the GRIP hurricane campaign. The time stamps are in Zulu time and the images were generated in software developed in LabVIEW for post processing. Such software utilizes the output data from DAPS or DAPS-LV to create a long-haul observation displays as shown.
The aircraft flight track on this day was from Hampton, Virginia to Charlotte, North Carolina and back. While over Charlotte the aircraft made multiple overpasses of a ground-based wind profiling radar for comparing the measurements of the two sensors. The power spectral density time trend of Figure 6 reveals cloud and aerosol structure through the course of the flight with an aerosol layer evident from 1.5 to 3.5-km altitude throughout most of the flight. The horizontal wind speed trend of Figure 7 shows a horizontal wind magnitude vertical shear at around 1-km altitude, typical of the transition from the atmospheric boundary layer (where the wind speed is about 5-m/s in this case) to the free troposphere (where the wind speed is about 15-m/s in this case). The wind direction plot of Figure 8 shows a wind
direction from the northwest in the free troposphere above 1-km altitude, but a more southerly direction in the low altitudes in the more turbulent atmospheric boundary layer below 1-km altitude, a horizontal wind direction vertical shear.

5. CONCLUSION

The comparisons of two airborne wind profiling algorithms developed at NASA LaRC are reviewed in this paper. Some notable challenges in the development of these algorithms are instrument offset compensation and accurate understanding of data in different coordinates such as Earth coordinates and aircraft body coordinates. Offset estimation is based on minimum mean square error principle. Dropsonde data are used for a reference purpose to show the impact of offset compensation onto HWS and HWD from APOLO. The second algorithm doesn’t seem to show any difference with offset compensation applied to HWS and HWD. APOLO is based on simple vector sum while Algorithm 2 is based on solving linear equations with less unknown than the number of given equations. APOLO assumes zero vertical wind speed whereas Algorithm 2 does not. Both APOLO and Algorithm 2 are in DAPS and DAPS-LV and have been operational since 2010. They continue to evolve with enhancements and more features such as faster data processing via optimized codes and the integration of ground-based lidar data processing capability.
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